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Abstract
Introduction. Road traffic injuries are the eighth leading cause of death
globally and the leading cause of death among young people aged 15-29. Of
individuals killed or injured in road traffic injuries, a large group comprises
occupants sustaining a thorax injury in frontal crashes. The elderly are
particularly at risk, as they are more fragile. The evaluation of the frontal
crash performance of new vehicles is normally based on barrier crash tests.
Such tests are only representative of a small portion of real-life crashes, but
it is not feasible to test vehicles in all real-life conditions. However, the rapid
development of computers opens up possibilities for simulating whole
populations of real-life crashes using so-called stochastic simulations. This
opportunity leads to the aim of this thesis, which is to develop and validate a
simplified, parameterized, stochastic vehicle simulation model for the
evaluation of passive restraint systems in real-life frontal crashes with regard
to rib fracture injuries.
Methods. The work was divided into five phases. In phase one, the
geometry and properties of a finite element (FE) generic vehicle buck model
were developed based on data from 14 vehicles. In the second phase, a
human FE model was validated for oblique frontal crashes. This human FE
model was then used to represent the vehicle occupant. In the third phase,
vehicle buck boundary conditions were derived based on real-life crash data
from the National Automotive Sampling System (NASS) and crash test data
from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. In phase four, a validation
reference was developed by creating risk curves for rib fracture in NASS reallife crashes. Next, these risk curves were compared to the risk of rib fractures
computed using the generic vehicle buck model. In the final phase, injury
mechanisms in nearside oblique frontal crashes were evaluated.
Results. In addition to an averaged geometry, parametric distributions for
27 vehicle and boundary condition parameters were developed as guiding
properties for the stochastic model. Particular aspects of the boundary
conditions such as pulse shape, pulse angle and pulse severity were analyzed
in detail. The human FE model validation showed that the kinematics and
rib fracture pattern in frontal oblique crashes were acceptable for this study.
The validation of the complete FE generic vehicle buck model showed that
the model overestimates the risk of rib fractures. However, if the reported
under-prediction of rib fractures (50-70%) in the NASS data is accounted for
using statistical simulations, the generic vehicle buck model accurately
predicts injury risk for senior (70-year-old) occupants. The chest injury
mechanisms in nearside oblique frontal crashes were found to be a
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combination of (I) belt and airbag loading and (II) the chest impacting the
side structure. The debut of the second mechanism was found for pulse
angles of about 30 degrees.
Conclusion. A parameterized FE generic passenger vehicle buck model has
been created and validated on a population of real life crashes in terms of rib
fracture risk. With the current validation status, this model provides the
possibility of developing and evaluating new passive safety systems for
fragile senior occupants. Further, an injury mechanism responsible for the
increased number of outboard rib fractures seen in small overlap and nearside oblique frontal impacts has been proposed and analyzed.
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Enkel sammanfattning på svenska
Inledning
Trafikskador hamnar globalt sett på plats åtta som anledningen till att
männsikor dör. Problemet är störst i utvecklingsländer med många
oskyddade trafikanter. Problem med trafikskador är dock inte enbart
relaterat till utvecklingsländer. Trots många års arbete med att förebygga
kollisioner, var det inom EU 2013 fortfarande så många som 26,000 som
förolyckades, och för varje dödsfall uppskattades det att fyra personer fått
men för livet, åtta hade skadats allvarligt och femtio personer fått lättare
skador. Den vanligaste skadan bland allvarligt skadade bilpassagerare, är
skador på bröstkorgen och då främst skelettskador. Här är äldre personer
speciallt utsatta, då åldersrelaterade förändringar av skelettet gör dem
mindre tåliga mot krockvåld.
Traditionellt sett testas krockprestandan hos nya bilar genom så kallade
krockprov. I ett sådant krockprov krockas en bil, utrustad med en mekanisk
krockdocka, in i en stel vägg. Krockprestandan mäts som en kombination av
mätvärden från krockdockan och deformationer hos bilen. Eftersom verkliga
krockar kan ske på så många olika vis, representerar dessa krockprov bara
en liten del av dessa. Det är dock varken ekonomiskt eller praktiskt möjligt
att testa alla möjliga kombinationer som kan uppkomma i verkliga krockar.
Den enorma utvecklingen inom datorområdet har under det senaste
årtiondet möjliggjort att krockar kan datorsimuleras på ett mycket
verklighetstroget vis. De senaste åren har datorsimularingar, främst så
kallade finita-elementsimuleringar, nästan helt ersatt fysiska krockprov.
Fortfarande handlar det dock om en datorsimulering som representerar en
bil utrustad med en mekanisk krockdocka som kör in i en stel vägg.
Datorsimularingar har dock inte samma begränsningar som ett fysiskt prov,
därför finns det inget som hindrar att man istället datorsimulerar verkliga
olyckor och i dessa inkluderar en simuleringsmodell av en människa istället
för en krockdocka. För att fånga den stora variationen i verkliga olyckor får
man utföra ett stort antal datorsimuleringar där man i varje simulering
ändrar lite på modellens indataparametrar, en s k stokastisk simulering.
Målet med denna avhandling är att i ett första steg ta fram en generisk
simuleringsmodell, bestående av en bilkupé och en förare. Denna skall
kunna användas för att studera och utveckla passiva skyddssystem för
frontalkrockar. Generisk innebär att den skall kunna modifieras för att
efterlikna de olika biltyper som återfinns i verkliga krockar. I ett andra steg
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skall denna simulerinsmodell valideras mot en databas med verkliga
frontalkrockar för att få modellen att uppvisa samma risk för revbensskador
som de verkliga krockarna.
Metod
Arbetet genomfördes i fem steg. I det första steget analyserades en databas
som innehåller geometri i form av laserskannade ytor från ett stort antal
bilar. Fjorton bilar, representerande många olika storlekar på bilar, valdes ut
och en generisk medelgeometri skapades baserad på dessa.
I den andra fasen validerades en simuleringsmodell av en människa mot
sneda frontalkrockar, i vilka föraren slungas mot dörrsidan. Validering
innebär här att rörelsemönster och revbensfrakturer jämfördes mellan
simuleringsmodellen och verkliga prov som tidigare genomförts på
mänskliga kadaver. Denna validerade människomodell användes sedan i
bilmodellen, istället för en krockdocka.
I den tredje fasen analyserades data som skall användas som randvillkor till
simuleringsmodellen. Randvillkor innebär i detta fall att dessa styr kupéns
rörelse, samt deformation av kupén. Datan för detta togs dels från en
amerikansk databas över verkliga krockar som heter ”National Automotive
Sampling System” (NASS) och dels från en databas från traditionella
krockprov som genomförts av den amerikanska organisationen ”Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety”.
I den fjärde fasen validerades den kompletta simuleringsmodellen mot
verkliga frontalkrockar från NASS. Denna valiering genomfördes genom att
först skapa ett statistiskt samband mellan olika krockparametrar, t ex bilens
hastighetsförändring under krocken eller åldern på föraren och risken för att
få en allvarlig revbensskada. I ett andra steg användes simuleringsmodellen
för att ta fram samma typ av statistiskt samband mellan krockparametrar
och risk för revbensskada. Valideringen innebar att dessa två samband
jämfördes. Är de lika, tyder det på att fungerar modellen bra.
I den femte och sista fasen användes simuleringsmodellen för att studera
skademekanismer i sneda frontalkrockar där föraren slungas mot dörrsidan.
Skademekanismer innebär en beskrivning av hur olika skador på revbenen
uppkommer och vilka bilstrukturer som är inblandade.
Resultat
Sammanlagt studerades 27 olika parametrar som kan variera i verkliga
krockar. Alla dessa användes som indata till den stokastiska
simuleringsmodellen. Speciell fokus lades på att analysera egenskaper, som
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form och riktning, hos verkliga krockpulser. Krockpulsen är den kraftiga
inbromsningen som bilen utsätts för under krocken och beskrivs som
(negativ) acceleration som funktion av tid.
Valideringen av människomodellen i fas två visade att denna var acceptabel
för studien, dvs modellen rörde sig i stort på samma sätt som de mänskliga
kadaver som den jämfördes mot.
I valideringen av den kompletta kupémodellen, inkluderande
människomodellen, visade det sig att simuleringsmodellen predikterade
revbensbrott för ett lägre krockvåld än vad de verkliga krockarna i databasen
NASS antyder. Det finns dock ett problem med databasen och specifikt med
rapporteringan av revbensfrakturer. Många revbensfrakturer diagnosticeras
genom röntgen och studier har visat att upp emot 50-70% av alla rebensbrott
missas med denna metod. Om datan från de verkliga krockarna i NASS
korrigeras för detta, stämmer simuleringsmodellen väl överens med datan
från de verkliga olyckorna för seniora förare (70 år gamla). Modellen är dock
fortfarande för känslig för yngre förare (30 år gamla), dvs predikterar
revbensbrott vid för låg hastighet.
Skademekanismen för revbensbrott vid sneda frontalkollisioner visade sig i
denna modell vara en kombination av (I) last från bältet och krockkudden,
och (II) islag i dörrsidan. Den andra skademekanismen syns dock bara i
relativt sneda frontalkrockar med en riktning på krockpuls på minst 30
grader åt sidan.
Slutsats
En stokastisk och generisk simuleringsmodell beskrivande en bilkupé
inkluderande en människomodell, har utvecklats och validerats mot data
från verkliga frontalkrockar. Med nuvarande valideringsstatus kan modellen
användas för att studera och utveckla skyddssystem för seniora förare.
Slutligen har en skademekanism föreslagits som kan förklara det stora antal
revbensfrakturer som ses i sneda frontalkollisioner och frontalkollisioner där
bara en liten del av bilens frontstruktur är deformerad.
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Introduction
According to the World Health Organization (2013), 1.24 million people died
as a result of injuries sustained in road traffic injuries in 2010. These injuries
are the eighth leading cause of death globally, following some age-related
and infectious diseases of our times. Furthermore, such injuries are the
leading trauma-related cause of death as well as the leading cause of death
for young people aged 15-29. As a consequence of global vaccine programs
and worldwide improvement of health and healthcare systems, it is expected
that road traffic injuries will advance to the fifth leading cause of death in
2030, according to the World Health Organization (2009).
Approximately 90% of traffic deaths occur in low- and middle-income
countries, although only approximately half of the world’s registered vehicles
can be found in these countries. In many of these countries, no
improvements have been seen during recent years. However, this problem is
not isolated to low- and middle-income countries. Despite many decades of
decline, traffic-related deaths are still a major problem in many high-income
countries. According to the NHTSA (2012), approximately 34,000 people
died in motor vehicle crashes, and an additional 2.4 million were injured in
the US in 2012. In addition, the economic cost of these injuries and fatalities
was estimated to be approximately $280 billion. In the EU, approximately
26,000 people died on the roads in 2013, according to the European
Commision (2015). In addition, it was estimated that for every death, 4
persons were permanently disabled, 8 had a serious injury, and 50 had a
minor injury. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (2015) reports that
approximately 65% of the persons killed in traffic injuries in 2013 were
occupants in passenger vehicles, and approximately half were killed in
frontal crashes. Thus, frontal crashes are still a major threat to public health
around the world.
Brumbelow and Zuby (2009) studied injury patterns in real-life frontal
crashes and found that “the chest was the most commonly injured body
region at the AIS ≥ 3 level, followed by the head”. They also found that the
injury pattern was related to age: “occupants 60 or older more often
received at least one serious chest injury than a serious head injury. The
opposite was true for occupants younger than 30”. Similar findings for the
European market have been presented by Cuerden et al. (2007). The authors
concluded that “thorax, lower and upper extremity injuries were identified
as frequently injured body regions for front occupants”. In their study,
approximately 80% of fatally injured drivers and front seat passengers had a
chest injury. Hallman et al. (2011) studied injury differences in small and
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large offset frontal crashes and found an “increased incidence of MAIS 3+
injuries /…/ in small overlap frontal impacts compared to large overlap”
and that the chest was the most commonly injured body region, together
with the lower extremities.
Several studies have shown that rib fracture is the most common thorax
injury in frontal crashes. In a NASS database study by Crandall et al. (2000),
the authors found that about 61% of the chest injuries were rib fractures.
Carroll et al. (2010) wrote that “at the AIS ≥ 2 injury level, rib fractures
(including AIS 1 rib fractures) and sternum fractures were the most
numerous injuries in this sample of occupants with a torso injury”. The risk
of rib fractures also increases with age. Welsh et al. (2006) found that “older
drivers tended to sustain higher rates of AIS 2+ organ injuries /…/ both
single and multiple rib fractures and sternum fractures”. Shimamura et al.
(2003) estimated that “rib injuries for the elderly-age group occur at a delta
V 30 km/h lower than for the young-age group”. In addition, rib fractures
are often accompanied by secondary injuries. For example, Sirmali et al.
(2003)
reported that the “pneumothorax, hemothorax or hemopneumothorax was noted in 396 (72.3%) of the cases with rib fracture”.
The increased fatality risks for elderly people can also be seen in Figure 1,
which shows the motor vehicle death rate according to the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety (2015). The shape of this curve is a combination
of exposure, risk taking and injury tolerance. Children are exposed less than
adults to motor vehicle crashes, which explains the drop-off for the youngest
age groups. The first peak, for the age group 20-24 years, is a consequence of
a higher degree of risk taking among younger drivers, while the second peak,
for the age group 80-84 years, is an effect of lower injury tolerance for
elderly people. This U-shaped relationship has previously been reported in
many studies, such as Langford et al. (2008) for Australian data and Tefft
(2008) for US data. In Figure 1, it can be seen that the fatality risk remains
quite constant between ages 30 and 70, after which the risk increases.
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Figure 1. Motor Vehicle Deaths per 100,000 people year 2013 divided into age groups, from the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety (2015)

Considering the demographic developments in the US and Europe, the
problems related to fragile older occupants will increase. Heisler and
Shrestha (2011) analyzed data from the US Census Bureau and estimated
that the percentage of people above 65 years of age will increase from the
current 15% to approximately 20% in the year 2050. According to OECD
Publishing (2001), 25% of the population will be above 65 years of age in the
OECD area, and in the European OECD countries, as many as 32% will be
over 65 years of age in 2050. Thus, there is a need to further study rib
fractures and associated injury mechanisms in frontal impacts. Further, the
accepted chest injury tolerance levels used in vehicle crashworthiness
development today will probably have to be modified to describe the
occupants of tomorrow’s vehicles.

Crashworthiness evaluation
Currently, the crashworthiness of new vehicles is developed and evaluated by
regulations and consumer tests. Compliance with regulations, for example
FMVSS208 in US and ECE R94 in Europe, is mandatory. The consumer
tests, for example EuroNCAP in Europe and the USNCAP and IIHS test
procedures in the US, rate the vehicles and serve as a consumer purchase
guide. All these tests are similar in the sense that the tested vehicle impacts a
rigid barrier. In some of the tests, a deformable structure (aluminum
honeycomb structure) is mounted in front of the rigid structure. Generally,
the regulation tests are performed at a lower impact velocity than the
consumer tests.
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Common to all the crash tests mentioned above is that occupant protection is
evaluated using the Hybrid III crash test dummy. For the chest specifically,
the injury risk is evaluated using either the thorax acceleration, measured in
the spine, or the chest deflection, measured at mid sternum. However,
several studies have shown that it is questionable to use this tool (both the
dummy and the chest injury criterion) to evaluate chest injuries in modern
vehicles. Kent et al. (2003) concluded that “chest acceleration is not a valid
injury criterion for evaluating rib fracture risk with diverse restraint
conditions” and “the functional relationship between any Hybrid III injury
measure and actual injury risk is highly sensitive to experimental factors
such as test speed, restraint condition, and seating position”. It has even
been shown that for small overlap (SO) crashes, a lower injury rating in the
rating test correlates to a higher injury risk in real-life crashes. Brumbelow
and Farmer (2013) wrote that “in field crashes with less overlap, drivers had
lower injury rates in vehicle models with greater ATD deflections in tests”.
The first consumer test program, the US NCAP, started in the late 1970s.
From the beginning, this program resulted in improved seat belt
performance, and the program has continued to push restraint system
development. The IIHS and EuroNCAP test programs, frontal offset tests
launched in the mid 1990s, have complemented this development and
resulted in improvement of the occupant compartment integrity, according
to O'Neill (2009).
However, one important question, then, is how these tests reflect the fatality
and injury mechanisms seen in today’s real-life crashes. Bean et al. (2009)
conducted a study asking the question: Why are people still dying in frontal
crashes despite seat belt use, air bags, and the crashworthy structures of latemodel vehicles? The main conclusion was that “many crashes involve poor
structural engagement between the vehicle and its collision partner: corner
impacts, oblique crashes, impacts with narrow objects, and underrides”.
The authors also concluded that “by contrast, few if any of these 122 fatal
crashes were full frontal or offset-frontal impacts with good structural
engagement, unless the crashes were of extreme severity or the occupants
exceptionally vulnerable”, indicating that very few of the cases evinced
similarities to the barrier test programs. Since then, the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety (2014) has launched the small overlap program, and
NHTSA (2014) is on its way to launching a new oblique test program.
However, injury risk is still being evaluated using crash test dummies, the
Hybrid III in the IIHS small overlap test and the newly developed THOR
dummy in the NHTSA oblique test. As mentioned above, Brumbelow and
Farmer showed that the Hybrid III dummy is not suitable for the evaluation
of injury risk in small overlap crashes. Although improved compared to the
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Hybrid III dummy, the THOR dummy is also developed for purely frontal
loading. Crandall et al. (2011) wrote that “Interpretation of dummy
responses for combined crash modes (e.g., oblique loading) /…/ are
questionable”, indicating that the THOR dummy is questionable for the
evaluation of injury risk in oblique tests.

Virtual tools
Virtual tools, particularly computer simulations using the Finite Element
(FE) method, have become the workhorse in crashworthiness development.
From its beginning in the mid 1980s, when computer simulations were
mainly used as a research tool, this technology has now replaced almost all
physical tests in the design phase in the industry, as reported by Prasad and
Belwafa (2004). Computer hardware development is the main reason for the
rapid growth of computer simulation usage in crashworthiness development.
The first crash simulations were run on vector-based computers, costing
hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars. Today, simple models can be
run on a normal PC, and more advanced models are normally run on clusters
of normal PCs. This change has dramatically increased the quality and
decreased the cost for each simulation, and on a normal workday, the
engineer or researcher can run multiple simulations. However, as computer
power has increased, so has the average size of the simulation models, as
reported by Prasad and Belwafa (2004). Thus, the time it takes to run a
simulation model has remained quite constant throughout the last 20-30
years.
Virtual crashworthiness development is conducted much like its physical
counterpart, by simulating laboratory crash tests such as EuroNCAP and
USNCAP. The virtual vehicle model is completed with virtual models of
crash test dummies and mass trimmed to account for the mass of the
physical test equipment. The virtual test output is similar to the output of
physical tests, i.e., acceleration at certain predefined points, static
deformations, and, of course, crash test dummy measurements. The bulk of
all simulations performed during an industrial vehicle project are the
regulations and consumer tests mentioned at the beginning of this section.
The ability to run hundreds of iterations for each vehicle project has resulted
in vehicles that are highly optimized for these crash tests. Furthermore, one
important reason computer models are growing in size each year is that
virtual crash tests have replaced the physical tests almost completely. The
vehicle manufacturers do not want any unpleasant surprises when the
physical vehicle is finally tested, normally at the end of the project. To
capture all details of a physical test, including material tearing, the model
needs to be very detailed.
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However, a computer model is only a model, based on certain assumptions
and simplifications. The main characteristics of a vehicle crash can be
captured with a simplified model, sometimes as simple as a mass-spring
model. The use of a simplified model, where the simulation can be
completed in minutes or a few hours opens up new possibilities. Instead of
simulating a few predefined crashes, such as the regulation and consumer
barrier tests, it becomes possible to run hundreds or thousands of crash
configurations. This ability makes it possible to simulate real-life crash
conditions and, more importantly, to optimize the crashworthiness to reallife crash conditions instead of a few predefined barrier tests.
A related subject is the choice of human surrogate. In real-life crashes, real
persons are injured or killed. However, as mentioned above, in the virtual
crashworthiness development, simulation models of crash test dummies are
normally used: in other words, a model of a mechanical model of a human.
Another approach is to use a simulation model of a human. Such models are
normally called human FE models, if the finite element method is used.
Comprehensive reviews of human models can be found in Yang et al. (2006)
and Yang and Chou (2015).

Deterministic versus stochastic simulations
Almost all crashworthiness simulations as well as physical crash tests are
deterministic. According to the encyclopedia of science, “a system in which
the later states of the system follow from, or are determined by, the earlier
ones, is called a deterministic system”. Another way to express this concept
is that no randomness is involved in the system. Thus, a deterministic
simulation disregards that basically all parameters, such as material
properties, component thicknesses, and initial velocities, exhibit some
randomness. For example, the sheet metal thickness of a specific vehicle
component is often restricted by a tolerance, e.g., t±0.1 mm, in the drawing
specifications. That is, the purchaser of the vehicle manufacturer specifies
that the tolerance should lie within that interval. The steel manufacturer, on
the other hand, wants to save as much material as possible to save money.
Thus, if the thickness of 1000 items of that component would be measured
and plotted as a histogram, it is very likely that the result would follow a
Gaussian distribution with the mean value below t and part of the lower tail
just below t-0.1 mm.
In contrast to a deterministic system, in a stochastic or random system,
future states are not determined by previous ones. Consequently, in a
stochastic simulation, parameter variability must be considered. Except for
some very simple systems, it is not possible to compute this variability
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analytically; instead, numerical simulations must be performed. The
simplest way is to perform a Monte Carlo simulation. In such a simulation,
the input parameters are sampled from the distributions of the input
parameters. Using one set of input parameters, a FE simulation is executed,
yielding one result. This step is repeated hundreds or thousands of times,
depending on the desired precision of the results. The results from all the
hundreds or thousands of FE simulations are collected, and together, they
give an estimate of the distribution of the result variables. One benefit of a
stochastic simulation approach is that it will reveal the robustness of the
system, and in choosing among several systems, system robustness can be
one of the criteria. In contrast, deterministic simulations will only answer
the question of whether the system fulfills the requirement.
In deterministic simulations, it is common to use the nominal or average
value of the input parameters. One might expect that such a simulation
would give the average result. However, this expectation is usually not
fulfilled, as most physical systems, including vehicle crashes, are non-linear.
This non-linearity can be demonstrated with a very simple system, an axially
loaded bolt. The nominal diameter of the bolt in this example is 10 mm, with
a tolerance of ± 1 mm, which follows a Gaussian distribution. A histogram of
the bolt diameter can be seen in the left subfigure of Figure 2. Assuming a
normal force of 100π/4 Newton applied to the bolt, the deterministically
computed stress will be 1.0 MPa, according to Equation 1.
=

(Eq. 1)

However, based on a stochastic Monte Carlo simulation with 100,000
repetitions, where the diameter of the bolt is sampled from the Gaussian
distribution N(10,1), the expected distribution of bolt stress is shown in the
right subfigure in Figure 2. As shown, this distribution is skewed, and the
average (or expected) stress in this distribution is 1.03 MPa. In this case, the
deterministically computed stress underestimates the average stress by 3%.
The non-linearity of this system lies in the
term in the denominator of the
stress calculation. This example indicates that it can be difficult to know
whether a deterministic simulation is conservative or not.
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Figure 2. Simple example of a non-linear system effect on the average value. The bolt diameter is sampled
from a N(10,1) distribution. The bolt stress distribution is skewed.

The example above is only slightly non-linear, and with a normal bolt
tolerance, a deterministic computation will perform quite well. However, a
vehicle crash is a system that can be highly non-linear. For example, the
buckling of the longitudinal front members can give rise to a bifurcation,
which is when small changes in the input parameters result in large
differences in the result. For the longitudinal front member, the bifurcation
can result from bending instead of axial folding.
Every engineer working with physical crash tests knows that test results
differ between two “identical” tests. This difference is in many cases seen as a
problem, as it makes it hard for manufacturers to know if they will pass a
regulation test or guarantee that they will achieve the maximum grade in a
consumer test. The test institutes must also convince the manufacturers that
new tests are robust and repeatable when they are introduced (see, for
example, Meyerson et al. (1996) and Saunders and Parent (2013)).
However, real-life crashes are neither robust nor repeatable and show an
infinite variation. With the access to virtual crash models and the massive
computer power of today, stochastic computer simulations provide the
solution to the “problem” of variations, both for barrier crash tests and
simulations of real-life crashes.
This opportunity leads to the aim of this thesis, which is to develop and
validate a simplified, parameterized, stochastic vehicle simulation model for
the evaluation of passive restraint systems in real-life frontal crashes with
regard to rib fracture injuries. This model will make it possible to develop
and evaluate new passive safety systems that are robust to the wide variation
in real-life crashes.
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Materials and methods
To fulfill the aim of this thesis, i.e., to develop a stochastic vehicle model for
the evaluation of passive restraint systems, this model must be simplified to
such an extent that a large number of simulations can be run in a relatively
short time. One such simplification is to use a vehicle buck model instead of
a complete vehicle model. A vehicle buck model consists of the vehicle
cockpit, while all other structural parts, such as the front end, are removed.
As passive restraint systems, e.g., airbags and belt systems, will be analyzed
in this study, this type of simplification is a suitable choice.
However, as the exterior energy absorbing structure is removed in a vehicle
buck model, boundary conditions that represent the removed structure must
be applied. Considering the vehicle buck as a rigid structure, the motion of
this structure will be governed by six degrees of freedom, three translational
and three rotational. In a frontal crash, the longitudinal (x-direction) and the
lateral (y-direction) motion are considered to be most important. However,
in frontal crashes where only a small part of the front structure overlaps the
collision partner, large rotations around the vertical axis (called yaw
rotation) are often observed. Several studies on nearside offset impacts
attribute injury risk to vehicle yaw rotation, such as Pintar et al. (2008),
Rudd et al. (2011) and Hallman et al. (2011).
The vehicle buck motion is normally defined by the crash pulse, described by
certain parameters, e.g., ∆V, duration, PDOF and shape. Several studies have
shown a relationship between pulse severity parameters and injury outcome,
such as Kullgren (1999), Ryb et al. (2007), and Ydenius (2010). The
importance of PDOF in frontal impacts has implicitly been shown by Bean et
al. (2009), as the authors described corner and oblique impacts as
responsible for a major part of the fatalities in their study. Compartment
intrusion is another form of boundary condition that has also been found to
be important for injury outcome, as described by Conroy et al. (2008). The
combination of crash pulse and compartment intrusion defines the boundary
condition parameters for a vehicle buck model. Together with human
parameters and vehicle parameters (see Figure 3), these serve as the inputs
to the stochastic vehicle buck model.
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Figure 3. Schematic description of the vehicle buck stochastic simulation model. All input parameters, in this
case vehicle parameters, human parameters and boundary conditions, are described using distributions.
Introducing all these distributions to the system will yield some measured system output (or system
performance), also measured as distributions. Finally, the system performance will generate injury
measurements.

In this study, vehicle parameters are defined as parameters describing the
structures that the occupant will interact with during a purely longitudinal or
nearside oblique frontal crash. This category includes the geometrical and
stiffness properties of impacted surfaces, as well as properties of the belt and
airbag systems and the steering wheel.
The last set of parameters in Figure 3, called human properties, describes the
characteristics of the driver. Previous studies have shown that BMI is
important for chest injury outcome, as indicated by Zhu et al. (2010) or Ryb
and Dischinger (2008), while others have shown that gender is important, as
indicated by Carter et al. (2014), Bose et al. (2011), and Evans (2001).
However, the most important human parameter, for chest injury outcome, is
age, as indicated by Shimamura et al. (2003), Kononen et al. (2011) and
Carter et al. (2014). Further, Zhang et al. (2013) showed that morphemic
parameters are important for chest injury outcome, in addition to the
mentioned demographic parameters.
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To perform stochastic simulations, it is necessary to determine the statistical
distribution of all these input parameters. In addition, it is important to
determine how the input parameters are correlated.
The work in this thesis was divided into five phases:
1. Development of vehicle buck model
2. Validation of occupant model
3. Preparation of boundary conditions
4. Population-based validation of the buck model
5. Evaluation of injury mechanisms in nearside oblique frontal
collisions.
Each of these phases will be described in detail below.
Figure 4 shows the definition of crash angle used in this thesis. It should be
noted that NASS/CDS uses another definition for the negative angles, where
all angles are positive and defined from zero to 360°.

Figure 4. Definition of crash angle used in the rest of the thesis.

Phase 1: Development of vehicle buck model
The geometry of the vehicle buck model was created based on the average
geometry of 14 vehicles, which are listed in Table 1. The geometries were
acquired from the online database A2MAC1 (2015), in which a large number
of vehicles are laser scanned, both exterior and interior. The vehicles in
Table 1 represent several vehicle classes, from subcompact to sport utility
vehicles.
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Table 1. Vehicles used in this study to create the generic FE interior model.

Model
Audi A4
Audi Q5
BMW 318
BMW 523
Honda CRV
Honda Insight
Hyundai Santa Fe
Lexus RX350
Mazda 6
Mercedes E
Mini Cooper
Toyota Prius
Toyota Rav 4
Toyota Yaris

Model Year Curb weight Vehicle class
2006-2008
20082005-2012
2003-2010
2006-2011
20092007-2012
20092008-2013
201020062003-2009
2006-2012
2005-2010

1673 kg
1941 kg
1525 kg
1793 kg
1581 kg
1239 kg
1812 kg
1986 kg
1501 kg
1826 kg
1130 kg
1340 kg
1597 kg
1078 kg

Compact executive
Compact SUV
Compact executive
Mid-size executive
Compact crossover SUV
Compact
Mid-size crossover SUV
Mid-size SUV
Mid-size
Executive
Subcompact
Mid-size
Crossover SUV
Subcompact

NCAP test no.
7027
6732
5590
7024
5875
6729
5838
6643
6513
6822
6291
5587
5611
5677

Initially, an average interior geometry was created by aligning all laser scans,
using the H-point as the reference point. Next, cuts were made through all
laser scans at several positions, and new surfaces were created at the
geometrical mean position. In addition, the geometry was simplified and
defeatured.
The final model consisted of all parts of the vehicle buck with which the
driver could interact during a frontal crash, including the floor, b-pillar, door
trim, roof liner, instrument panel, center console, steering wheel, seat and
pedals.
In addition, the model was completed with a steering wheel airbag and a
modern belt system, including a pretensioner and load limiter. The
properties of these advanced safety systems are proprietary information and
are normally not publically available. To overcome this problem, the
properties were acquired using reverse engineering from USNCAP frontal
crash tests. This step was performed by morphing the averaged interior
model into 14 different versions to represent the vehicles in Table 1. Next, a
FE model of a Hybrid III crash test dummy (see Mohan et al. (2010) for
validation) was positioned, and the pulse was updated to conform to the
NCAP tests of each vehicle. One simulation was performed for each of the 14
vehicles. The simulation outputs were head and chest acceleration, chest
deflection and femur force. These measures were compared to the
corresponding measures in the physical NCAP tests, and the conformity was
evaluated using the objective rating method (ORM) according to Hovenga et
al. (2005). The properties of the airbag, steering wheel, and belt system were
updated in an iterative procedure. In a final step, Gaussian parameters were
fitted to the distributions of the parameters of the interior safety systems.
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More details on the overall process can be found in Iraeus and Lindquist
(2015).

Phase 2: Validation of occupant model
The occupant model chosen for this thesis project was the 50% male THUMS
human FE model version 2.21-040407, with improvements to the rib cage
according to Pipkorn and Kent (2011). This version is not the latest and most
updated THUMS model. The reason this particular version was used instead
of the most updated is that later models increased significantly in size,
resulting in much longer simulation time. However, more importantly, the
chosen model fulfills the criteria for the study, i.e., it has been validated for
kinematics in frontal impacts and has a detailed rib cage for injury
evaluation. This human FE model has previously been validated for side and
frontal loading by Pipkorn et al. (2008) and by Pipkorn and Mroz (2009).
However, as the loading will also be frontal oblique in this study, the model
had to be validated for this load case as well.
The validation was conducted by virtually replicating two frontal oblique sled
series that had been run with both Hybrid III crash test dummies and
PMHSs. The first sled series was performed in Heidelberg and reported in
Kallieris et al. (1982) and Törnvall et al. (2005). The second sled series was
performed in Graz and reported in Törnvall (2008) and Törnvall et al.
(2008). In the Heidelberg sled series, the PDOF varied between -15° and
-45°, and in the Graz sled series, the PDOF was -30°. The work was divided
into two steps:
I.

II.

Development and validation of a FE sled test environment, using
Hybrid III crash test dummy results, by comparing the simulation
results to the results of physical tests.
Replacement of the Hybrid 3 crash test dummy with the THUMS
model. The model was rerun and the results compared to
corresponding sled tests run with PMHS.

The actual geometry of the sled environments was modeled using finite
elements and can be seen in Figure 5. The properties of the seat and belt
were developed using in-house testing.
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Figure 5. FE models of the Heidelberg (left) and Graz (right) sled test environments. The seat in the
Heidelberg sled is a Volkswagen Golf Mk1 car seat. The seat in the Graz sled is a simplified seat consisting of
foam-covered plywood.

In the second step, the simulation results using the THUMS model were
compared to the results of the physical sleds run with PMHSs. A summary of
anthropomorphic data for all PMHS is given in Table 2. The average mass of
the PMHS was 70 kg, and the average height was 167 cm. The average ΔV
was 30.3 km/h in the Heidelberg tests and 26.6 km/h in the Graz tests.
Table 2. Anthropometric data and injury details for the PMHSs in the sled tests used for the validation. In the
last column, H denotes tests performed at Heidelberg, G denotes tests performed at Graz, and the angles are
given without the negative sign.

Test
subject

Frac. ribs
Sex

79/14

F

56

64

1.67

3-5

79/20

M

59

57

1.62

2-8

1-3

H15

79/22

M

23

75

1.70

2-5

H30

79/23

M

39

81

1.80

1

H30

Age [y] Mass [kg]

Height [m]

Far/ Near
2

1

Test conf.
H15

79/24

F

75

54

1.50

2-7

79/25

M

69

64

1.70

3,5

H30

PMHS 1

F

84

62

1.64

PMHS 2

M

59

61

1.66

G30

PMHS 3

M

71

94

1.79

G30

H30
G30

80/7

M

69

69

1.67

1-3

80/9

M

45

73

1.68

1-3

2

H45

H45

80/16

M

56

88

1.64

3

H45

The compared responses included belt forces and upper body kinematics,
i.e., spine acceleration plus spine and head displacement. The PMHS test
data were scaled according to Mertz et al. (2003). The simulation curves
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were compared to the average of the PMHS curves, and the predictability
was evaluated using the ORM method, developed by Hovenga et al. (2005).
In addition to the kinematic validation, the risk of rib fracture was estimated
according to the probabilistic framework developed by Forman et al. (2012).
In this method, the risk of rib fracture was based on the element with the
highest 1st principle strain, as measured at the neutral layer of the cortical
bone, and occupant age was accounted for by modifying the ultimate strain
in the rib fracture risk curve.
However, in the original work by Forman et al., the authors used an
empirical cumulative density function (ecdf) to compute the risk of rib
fracture. The drawback of an empirical density function is that the risk
changes in discrete steps, and hence, a small change in strain, can give a
large change in fracture risk. In this thesis, the ecdf was replaced by a
Weibull distribution fitted to the original tests performed by Kemper et al.
(2005) and Kemper et al. (2007). This replacement was performed by first
averaging the results for each subject and then normalizing the data to a 25year-old person, similar to the Forman et al. study. In the next step, the
strain data points were scaled to the desired age according to Equation 2:
.

=

1 − ($%& − 25)

*.* +
+*

,

(Eq. 2)

where
is the strain for a 25-year-old occupant and $%& is the desired
age. In the last step, a Weibull distribution was fitted to the scaled data.
Although age is the demographic variable most strongly related to injury
risk, there are others that ideally should be included in the stochastic study.
However, with today’s simulation tools, it is both difficult and timeconsuming to modify the geometry of the human FE model. On the large
scale needed for a stochastic simulation, this step is currently not feasible.

Phase 3: Vehicle buck boundary conditions
The most comprehensive database for boundary conditions of real-life
crashes is the NASS/CDS database. However, this database only contains
information on some of the boundary condition parameters needed for this
study, specifically ∆V, PDOF and intrusion. Previous studies, such as Niehoff
and Gabler (2006), Funk et al. (2008) and Hampton and Gabler (2010),
have also shown that some of these parameters are biased in the NASS/CDS
database. To evaluate this bias in the current material, cases including EDR
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recording were used. These cases are a subset of all the NASS/CDS cases.
Finally, to evaluate the yaw rotation, barrier tests must be analyzed, as this
parameter is not recorded in the NASS/CDS cases and is not measured by
standard EDRs.
Analysis of distribution of ∆V and PDOF in NASS/CDS real-life
crashes
NASS/CDS cases with the following inclusion criteria were downloaded from
NHTSA (2014): case years 2000-2012, model years 2000+ (MY>1999),
frontal impacts (GAD1=”F”), drivers only (SEATPOS=11), nearside frontal
crashes (-45°<PDOF<11°), belted occupants (determined from vehicle
inspection), and only cases in which the steering wheel airbag had inflated.
In addition, cases where the vehicle had rolled (ROLLOVER>0) were
excluded from further analysis. These criteria resulted in a dataset of size
n=6,944 (2,096,970 cases weighted). In this dataset, 1,842 cases did not
have a Winsmash ∆V estimate and had to be dropped from further analysis.
The same dataset was to be used later for the analysis of occupant injury, and
thus, an additional 19 cases had to be dropped because they lacked any
records of occupant age. The final sample size was n=5,083 cases (1,474,869
cases weighted).
In a final step, parametric distributions were fitted to the data, weighted
using the NASS/CDS RATWGT parameter.
Analysis of vehicle buck intrusion in real-life crashes
The dataset used for the analysis of ∆V and PDOF was also used to analyze
vehicle buck intrusion in real-life crashes. In this study, instrument panel
and floor pan intrusion were considered. Cross-plotting the intrusion
variables to ∆V showed a pattern defined by two processes: (I) one process
that controls if there will be any intrusion and (II) a second process that
controls the magnitude of intrusion only for cases with intrusion. Both these
processes are related to ∆V. Thus, the intrusion was modeled in two steps:
I.
II.

A Bernoulli trial, with parameter p depending on ∆V
An exponential distribution fitted to the cases with an intrusion.

Analyze of bias and scatter in NASS/CDS ∆V and PDOF estimates
To analyze the bias and scatter in the Winsmash® ∆V estimates, a subset of
NASS/CDS containing EDR data cases was used. The following similar
inclusion and exclusion criteria were used: model years 2000+ (MY>1999),
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frontal impacts (GAD1=”F”) and non-rollovers (ROLLOVER>0). However,
all seat positions, all PDOFs, and all airbag statuses were considered. For
vehicles subjected to multiple impacts, a judgment was made if the multiple
crashes could have interacted in the recorded pulse. If so, the case was
dropped. Cases with a recorded ∆V below 16 km/h (10 mph) were excluded
because permanent deformations are generally limited in these crashes.
These criteria resulted in an initial sample of 805 cases. Of these cases, 131
contained information about lateral ∆V in addition to longitudinal ∆V.
In some cases, the EDR recording was not complete (see Gabler et al.
(2005)). As part of the crash pulse was missing in these cases, the recorded
∆V will be incorrect, and thus, these cases had to be removed before data
analysis. To analyze pulse completeness, all cases were attributed to one of
the following groups:
I.

Cases with a complete recording:
Qualitatively: the velocity curves level out (acceleration tends to
zero).
Quantitatively defined by the last recorded acceleration divided by
peak acceleration less than 0.15.

II.

Cases with a nearly complete recording:
Qualitatively: the major part of the pulse is recorded.
Quantitatively defined by the last recorded acceleration divided by
peak acceleration between 0.15 and 0.45.

III.

Cases with an incomplete recording:
Qualitatively: a major part of the pulse is missing.
Quantitatively defined by the last recorded acceleration divided by
peak acceleration greater than 0.45.

Figure 6 shows a principal representation of the three groups A decision was
made to include both groups I and II in the analysis, resulting in a final
sample size of n=649.
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Figure 6. Three

principal categories of EDR pulse recordings in the form of ∆V versus
time, from Iraeus and Lindquist (2014).

Of the 649 cases, 112 also included information on lateral ∆V and could be
used to analyze the pulse angle. The pulse angle in this study was computed
according to Equation 3.
-./ ∆1

∆67, 9 9 :; <=> ?; @ ∆A
∆6 ,?; @

= 2$34+ 5

B

(Eq. 3)

This angle represents the average crash angle from time zero up to peak
longitudinal ∆V, which is the end of the frontal crash. This definition should
be roughly similar to the definition of PDOF according to SAE J224 (1980).
The bias and scatter were analyzed using multiple linear regression in R
version 2.15.2, R Core Team (2012). For this analysis, structural involvement
of the subject vehicle, details of the collision partner/object, and details of
the Winsmash® process were used as independent variables. A summary of
all independent variables is given in Table 3. More details of the definitions
of these variables and the regression analysis can be found in Iraeus and
Lindquist (2014).
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Table 3. Independent variables used in multiple linear regression analysis. In the ΔV regression, the EDR ΔVx
variable is used, and in the angle regression, the EDR ΔV angle is used. All other independent variables are
used as classification variables in both regressions. The abbreviations for the collision partners are as follows:
F2F=Front to front, F2S=Front to side, F2B=Front to back, WO=Wide object, NO=Narrow Object. These
descriptions refer to the subject vehicle impacting the front, side, back… of another vehicle or object.

Category

Type

Variable and levels

Crash pulse severity

Continuous

EDR ∆Vx

Crash Angle

Continuous

EDR ∆V Angle

Structural engagement
Collision partner

Binary
Categorical

SO=0 (LO), SO=1 (SO)
F2F, F2S, F2B, WO, NO, Other

Winsmash version

Binary

Ver=0 (Pre 2008), Ver=1 (2008+)

Estimated Equilibrium

Binary

Eq=0 (Nearly Complete), Eq=1 (Complete)

Winsmash Comment

Ordinal

Com=-1 (low), Com=0 (OK), Com=1 (high)

Analysis of pulse shape in real-life crashes
A sampled pulse consists of many data points (normally at least 10-15 for
EDR pulses) and cannot be analyzed in the same way as ∆V and PDOF.
Instead, the pulse must first be parameterized so that a few parameters can
describe the shape in a sufficient way. Here, sufficient means that all
important characteristics of the pulse shape, e.g., pointiness and number of
peaks, are described by the parameters. Pulse parameterization has been
performed in many studies and in many ways, e.g., in Huang et al. (1995),
Chou and Lim (1984), Lundell (1984), Gearhart (2001), Varat and Husher
(2000) and Varat and Husher (2003). However, to the best of the author’s
knowledge, it has never been performed for real-life pulses. In this project,
parameterization was performed according to the following procedure:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Real-life frontal EDR pulses from the NASS were collected.
All pulses were made comparable using resampling and
normalization.
Cases with incomplete pulse information were removed.
The pulses were parameterized using singular value decomposition.
The influence of crash parameters was analyzed using linear
regression.

The EDR data and the same evaluation procedure for incomplete pulses that
were used in the analysis of bias and scatter of NASS/CDS ∆V and PDOF
estimates were reused for this analysis.
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Pulse is normally studied in the form “acceleration versus time”, and thus,
the ∆V signals were converted to acceleration signals according to the simple
differentiation scheme in Equation 4.
CDD(2 + 0.5) = G∆1#2) + ∆1#2 + 1)H/∆2.

(Eq. 4)

Next, the pulses were scaled in x and y, using pulse duration and ∆V as
scaling parameters. A principle sketch describing this process is shown in
Figure 7. After the scaling, the normalized pulse duration was one, as was the
area under the curve. The final step to make the pulses comparable was to
resample all pulses to the same number of sampling points.

Figure 7. Schematic visualization of the pulse scaling procedure, from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015).

The actual pulse parameterization was performed in three steps. First, the
average pulse shape was computed. Next, this average shape was subtracted
from all pulses, resulting in residual pulse shapes (one for each pulse). The
residual pulse shape describes how much the pulse shape deviates from the
average shape. Finally, the variation in these residual shapes was analyzed
using singular value decomposition (SVD). This step was performed in R
version 3.0.3 R Core Team (2014), and the process is outlined in Figure 8.

Figure 8. The average pulse shape from all pulses (middle figure) was subtracted from the original pulse shape
(left figure) to create a residual pulse shape (right figure), from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). This procedure
was performed for all pulses, and the example shown here is for the case 2006-08-015-v1.
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SVD compares all shapes and finds some new fundamental shapes (as many
as there are points in the discretization of the pulse) called eigenvectors. For
each eigenvector, there is also an eigenvalue. The eigenvectors are global, but
each pulse has a unique set of eigenvalues. By summing the products of the
eigenvalues with their corresponding eigenvectors and adding the previously
subtracted average shape, according to Equation 5, the original pulse shape
can be reconstructed.
JKLM&N = ∆VN ∗ GAverage pulse shape + ∑abc
d+ #-]%&3^$LK& ,N ∗ -]%&3^&D2_` )H

(Eq. 5)

2.0
0.5

1.0

1.5

1EV
3EV
5EV
10EV

0.0

Normalized Acceleration

To create a pulse shape approximation, this summation is performed using
just a few of the eigenvectors. An example is shown in Figure 9. Here,
different approximations have been created by summing to one, three, five
or ten. The approximation using ten eigenvectors gives a shape that is very
close to the original shape (marked as dots). Using even as few as five
eigenvectors gives a shape that is quite close to the original shape.

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Normalized Duration
Figure 9. Example of pulse shape (case 2006-08-015-v1) and approximations using 1, 3, 5, and 10
eigenvectors, from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). The points represent the original acceleration values.

The final step was to analyze how the eigenvalues and, thus, the pulse shape,
depend on crash parameters. The same parameters from the previous
analysis of bias and scatter in NASS/CDS ∆V and PDOF estimates were used
here. In addition, the influence of the subject vehicle mass was analyzed. A
summary of the independent variables used for the regression of the pulse
shape is provided in Table 4.
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Table 4. Independent variables used in the multiple linear regression analysis of pulse shape.

Category

Type

Variable name and levels

Delta velocity

Continuous

EDR ∆Vx

Crash angle

Continuous

PDOF

Structural involvement

Binary

SO = 0 (Large overlap), SO = 1 (Small overlap)

Collision partner

Categorical

F2F, F2S, F2B, WO, NO

Vehicle mass

Continuous

Mass

Analyze of vehicle yaw rotation in barrier crashes
The vehicle crashes analyzed in this part of the project were downloaded
from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (2013) technical data web
site. The following crash tests were included in the study:
I.

Small overlap (25%) crash tests belonging to the small overlap
evaluation program performed during 2012 and 2013 (up to
CEN1327).

II.

Vehicle-to-vehicle small overlap (22-28%) and oblique (15°)
crash tests performed during the development of the IIHS Small
overlap test procedure.

III.

Moderate overlap (40%) crash tests performed between 2009
and 2013 (up to CEF1303).

After removing some cases due to missing signals and other test defects, the
final sample consisted of data from 58 SO barrier tests, 19 SO and oblique
vehicle-to-vehicle tests, and 43 MO barrier tests, for a total of 120 tests.
From all these tests, four kinematic responses were collected: longitudinal
and lateral accelerations, vehicle yaw rotation and instrument panel
intrusion. The acceleration signals were taken directly from the test data.
The vehicle yaw rotation and the timing of the instrument panel intrusion
were derived using film tracking.
The FE model used in this part of the project was an updated version of the
Graz sled, presented in the validation of the occupant model section above.
The model was updated with parts of the interior, a modern steering wheel
airbag and a load limited belt system. These parts were taken from the full
vehicle buck model described above. In addition, a deformable instrument
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panel was modeled. The complete model is shown in Figure 10. More details
can be found in Iraeus and Lindquist (2014).

Figure 10. The model used in the study of the influence of yaw rotation, from Iraeus and Lindquist (2014). The
thick black arrow points to the location where the instrument panel intrusion is guided. The thin gray arrows
show where pulse components are applied.

The study was executed by simulating all 120 tests with four different sets of
boundary conditions. The first version included the full set of boundary
conditions and is referred to as complete. The other three versions had
different levels of approximated boundary conditions:
I.

W/o yaw rotation. All boundary condition components in the
“complete” version, except yaw rotation.

II.

Constant pulse angle. Same as the “w/o yaw rotation” approximation
but with a constant pulse angle (the angle between the longitudinal
and lateral accelerations). The constant angle was computed as
tan-1(∆Vy/∆Vx) at the time of peak chest load.

III.

W/o ip intrusion. All boundary condition components included in
the “complete” version, except for instrument panel intrusion.

For each of the four versions, the expected number of fractured ribs was
computed as a simple sum of the fracture risk for each rib, according to
Equation 6:
-## f`$D2K`& `]gM) = ∑ d+ h

(Eq. 6)

where h is the risk of fracture for each rib.
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This summation is based on the assumption that each rib fracture is
independent. This assumption is reasonable as long as the number of
fractured ribs is low. The difference in the expected number of rib fractures
between the complete set of boundary conditions and each of the
approximations was computed. Statistical significance was evaluated based
on the exclusion of zero from the confidence intervals for these differences.
The reason the estimated number of rib fractures was chosen instead of the
risk of AISx injury is that the latter is bounded by zero and one, which leads
to some statistical complications.

Phase 4: Population-based validation of the buck model
The next phase was to validate the complete FE model, including the human
FE model, to real-life crashes. The first step was to create a validation
reference. The same dataset used for the analysis of the distributions of ∆V
and PDOF in real-life crashes was used here. As described above, this sample
had a size of n=5,083 cases (1,474,869 cases weighted).
The total changes in velocity (DVTOTAL), pulse direction (PDOF), intrusion
of instrument panel (LPINTR), floor (LTPINTR), and occupant age (AGE)
were considered as covariates in the development of risk curves.
Risk curves for AIS2+ and AIS3+ rib fractures were developed based on
weighted logistic regression using R version 3.0.3, R Core Team (2014). For
weighted logistic regression, the R package ‘survey’, Lumley (2015), was
used. In addition, conditional plots with 95% confidence bands were created
using the R package ‘visreg’, Breheny and Burchett (2015).
Several studies, e.g., Crandall et al. (2000), Lederer et al. (2004) and Schulze
et al. (2013), have shown that the true rib fracture rate is underestimated by
as much as 50-70% when diagnosed using CT-scans. To analyze the effect of
this underestimation, statistical simulations were performed in which a
number of “non-injury” NASS/CDS cases were recoded to “injury”. The
number of cases to recode was chosen to represent underestimation rates of
50% and 70%. The cases to be recoded were selected at random, but with
each case given a weight factor based on previously derived risk curves. For
each of the two rates, the simulation was performed 100 times, and the
results were averaged. More details about this process can be found in
Iraeus and Lindquist (2015).
The second step was to recreate the NASS/CDS real-life risk curves using the
stochastic simulation model developed in the previous phases. For this
purpose, 1000 pseudo real-life crashes were created using Latin hypercube
sampling of all the input parameters in
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Table 5 and Table 10. Next, the risks of AIS2+ and AIS3+ rib fracture injuries
were computed for each of the 1000 simulations, according to the modified
probabilistic framework by Forman et al. (2012). This computation was
performed twice, once for a young (30-year-old) occupant and once for a
senior (70-year-old) occupant.
According to Niehoff and Gabler (2006), Funk et al. (2008) and Hampton
and Gabler (2010), the ∆V estimate in NASS/CDS (based on Winsmash®
calculations) is both biased and contains scatter error. Thus, it is not correct
to compare the Winsmash® ∆V estimate directly to the simulation-based
∆V, which is not biased and contains no scatter error. It is possible to remove
the bias, but not the scatter error, from the NASS/CDS data. Thus, instead,
bias and scatter error were artificially added to the simulation-based ∆V for
all 1000 simulations, creating a new artificial variable ∆VWinsmash , according
to Equation 7:
∆1i

j

k

= 0.81 ∗ ∆1 + m#0, )

(Eq.7)

where 0.81 is the Winsmash bias and N(0,σ) is the scatter according to Funk
et al. (2008). More details can be found in Iraeus and Lindquist (2015).
Next, all 1000 simulations were used to create simulation-based risk curves
for AIS2+ and AIS3+ rib fracture. This step was performed using the same
covariates as in the NASS/CDS regression model. To smooth the effect of the
scatter error introduced by Equation 7, the logistic regression was repeated
100 times, and the regression result was averaged over the 100 versions.
Finally, the NASS/CDS and the simulation-based risk curves were compared.

Phase 5: Evaluation of injury mechanisms in nearside
oblique frontal collisions
To evaluate the injury mechanisms in near-side oblique frontal crashes, a
small, but well-defined, simulation-based DOE was conducted. The FE
model developed for the validation of the Graz PMHS test was updated to
correspond to a modern vehicle interior. This update included adding a
modern steering wheel airbag and load-limited belt system. The updated
model can be seen in Figure 11. More details can be found in Iraeus et al.
(2013).
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Figure 11. Sled model updated to include components present in modern passenger car interiors, from Iraeus
et al. (2013).
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The next step was to apply boundary conditions relevant to real life crashes,
resulting in a serious chest injury in a nearside oblique frontal crash. A
NASS/CDS study showed that the interesting region is between 30 and 80
km/h for PDOFs between -15° and -45°. Details can be seen in Figure 12, in
which the median, upper and lower quartile of ∆V for cases resulting in a
serious chest injury are plotted for angles between -10° and -50° degrees.
The region for the simulation study is marked using dotted lines.
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Figure 12. Scatter plot of PDOF vs. bias-adjusted resultant ΔV for AIS3+ chest injuries with median, lower,
and upper quartiles highlighted. The dotted line shows the range of the simulation study. The dots represent
the studied NASS/CDS cases.

The risk of rib fracture injury at level AIS3+ was evaluated according to the
probabilistic framework by Forman et al. (2012), for the ages 30 years and
70 years.
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Results
Phase 1: Development of passenger vehicle buck model
The FE model based on the average of the laser scanned surfaces is shown in
Figure 13. To keep the model simple, most of the surfaces were modeled as
rigid. However, based on vehicle intrusions in real life crashes, simplified
deformations were modeled for two key areas, the instrument panel and the
foot well area.

Figure 13. FE model of generic vehicle interior based on an average of 14 vehicles, left seen from front end and
right from rear end, from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015).

The modeling of the instrument panel is shown in Figure 14. The
deformation is guided at three points, the left, mid and right of the
instrument panel. To give a realistic rotation, the three points are
interconnected using an elastic beam.

Figure 14. The model of the deformation properties of the instrument panel from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015).
The instrument panel outer surface is shown as transparent to highlight the deformable beam underneath.
The instrument panel intrusion is applied to any of the three dark areas in the beam.
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The modeling of the deformable footwell area can be seen in Figure 15. A
prescribed motion is applied to the rigid black part, and the deformation
occurs in the dark grey area.

Figure 15. The model of the deformation properties of the foot well area from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). A
longitudinal intrusion, in a local coordinate system following the vehicle rotation, is described for the black
part.

The model of the steering column can be seen in Figure 16. The steering
wheel lower rim is allowed to deform around a pivot joint below the spoke,
and the resistance is modeled using a non-linear spring. The deformation
properties are based on a study by Nabeta and Altenhof (2003). In addition,
the steering column can deform along its axis, modeling an energy-absorbing
feature found in many vehicles. This property is also modeled using a nonlinear spring. The steering wheel is equipped with a standard symmetrical
steering wheel airbag, with a nominal radius of 350 mm and a volume of 57
liters at a peak pressure of 1.45 bars. The trig time of the airbag sensor was
based on the EDR data analyzed in Iraeus and Lindquist (2014).

Normalized force

3.0
2.5
2.0

Lower rim

1.5
1.0

Steering
column

0.5
0.0
0.0

0.5
1.0
Normalized deformation

Figure 16. The model of the steering wheel and steering column from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). The lower
part of the steering wheel can deform around a pivot point (marked with a circle). The steering column can
deform along its axis, and the resistance is modeled using a non-linear spring. The normalized stiffness
properties of these parts can be seen in the right subfigure.

The final parts added to the model were a driver’s seat and a standard 3point belt. The seat belt is modeled with an elongation of 8% at a 10 kN load.
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The normalized properties of the belt pretensioner and the load limiter can
be seen in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Properties of the pretensioner (left) and load limiter (right) from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015).

As the geometry differs between vehicles, the morphing parameters shown in
Figure 18 were introduced. The parameters that can be altered are the
longitudinal distance to the instrument panel, the lateral distance to the side
structure, the up/down and in/out adjustment of the steering wheel and
finally the diameter of the airbag. Information about the knee to instrument
panel distance was taken from Backaitis et al. (1995). The side structure
distance was based on Iraeus et al. (2013). Finally, the range of steering
wheel adjustment was measured in physical vehicles.

Figure 18. Visualization of morph boxes used to modify the geometry, from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). The
elements within the boxes are moved according to spline functions defined by the handle points of the boxes.

Finally, contacts between the occupant and the interior were defined. The
only special contact was the contact between the occupant knee and the
instrument
panel.
This
contact
was
defined
using
a
RIGID_BODY_ONE_WAY_TO_RIGID_BODY contact, which permits the occupant
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to pass through the contact surface, whereas a normal force is applied to the
knee. All other contacts were defined as standard penalty-based contacts. A
default coefficient of friction was set to 0.2 for all contacts. The exceptions
were the contacts between the occupant and the belt, the seat, the
instrument panel, the airbag and the door, which were all treated as noise
parameters.
The iterative reverse engineering process continued until the improvement
between two subsequent steps was marginal. The final ORM peak and
peaktime ratings vary between 83% and 94%, whereas the ORM shape rating
varies between 43% and 81%. These results can be compared to guidelines by
Eriksson et al. (2009), stating that “good correlations are predominately
associated with ORM values of 90% or above for peak value and peak value
occurrence time correlations, and with ORM values of 75% or above for
curve shape correlations”. All ORM ratings in the current study, with the
exception of the shape of the femur force, are similar to these guidelines.
Therefore, the simulation and physical crash dummy signals were quite
similar. Together with other observations, such as the start and stop of the
steering column deformation, as determined from film analysis, it was
assumed that the parameter settings were accurate.
A summary of all parameters defined for the stochastic vehicle buck model in
this phase is provided in Table 5 . All of the parameters have been fitted to a
parametric distribution, i.e., normal, log-normal, or uniform. Some
parameters were fitted to uniform distributions because the true distribution
was not achievable within the scope of this thesis. Some of the normal
distributions had to be truncated to stay within a physical range (i.e., positive
values) or to avoid creating initial penetrations between the structure and
the occupant.
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Table 5. Summary of all parameters and related distributions used by the stochastic vehicle buck model.

Parameter

Distribution parameters

Airbag radius [mm]

Normal, µ=332, σ=18

Steering slide [mm]

Uniform, min=-30, max=+30

Steering rot [deg]

Uniform, min=--2.7, max=+2.7

Side structure distance [mm]

Trunk. Normal, µ=0, σ=33 [min=-60, max=20]

Instr. panel distance [mm]

Trunk. Normal, µ=0, σ=33 [min=-60, max=60]

Airbag pressure s.f. [-]

Normal, µ=1.31, σ=0.10

Airbag trig time [ms]

LOG-normal, µ=3.04, σ=0.64

Steering column force [kN]

Normal, µ=4.80, σ=0.90

Steering rim force [kN]

Normal, µ=2.80, σ=0.80

Belt pretensioner force [kN]

Normal, µ=1.93, σ=0.47

Belt force limiter [kN]

Normal, µ=3.94, σ=0.69

Knee force stiff [kN/100 mm]

Trunk. Norm, µ=9.45, σ=3.86 [min=3, max=20]

Belt friction [-]

Uniform, min=0.2, max=0.4

Seat friction [-]

Uniform, min=0.2, max=0.4

IP friction [-]

Uniform, min=0.2, max=0.4

Airbag friction [-]

Uniform, min=0.2, max=0.4

Door friction [-]

Uniform, min=0.2, max=0.4

Buckle slipring friction [-]

Trunk. Norm, µ=0.18, σ=0.08 [min=0, max=0.5]

Phase 2: Validation of occupant model
When comparing the simulation results to the physical PMHS tests, the
ORM rating for the belt loading and head displacement was relatively high,
approximately 75–80%, whereas the rating for the spine acceleration and
shoulder displacement was lower, approximately 50–60%. The overall
kinematic rating value (or system value) was between 61% and 63% in all
directions. This result can be compared to the original work by Hovenga et
al. (2005), in which the authors stated that a complete ORM rating of 65% is
considered to be a high correlation between mechanical tests. Thus, the
validation of occupant kinematics was considered to be acceptable for this
study.
Next, the rib fractures seen in the PMHS of the Heidelberg sled series and
the computed fracture risk in the simulation model are compared in Figure
19. Due to the low number of tests, it is difficult to draw any definite
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conclusions. However, in general terms, the fracture risk predicted by the
simulation model matches the PMHS results quite well, i.e., it follows the
belt routing.

Figure 19. Fractured ribs in PMHS tests (one red line for each PMHS fractured rib), from Iraeus et al. (2013).
From left to right: 15˚, 30˚, and 45˚. The shade of grey of the rib corresponds to the predicted fracture risk
according to the simulation model. The range is defined from white with a fracture risk of 0% to black with a
100% fracture risk. The belt routing at peak belt force is indicated by a diagonal transparent black rectangle.
The fracture risk is not computed for the collar bone. It is included only for visualization.
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The difference between the discrete steps in the original ecdf risk curve, used
in the Forman et al. (2012) study, and the smooth Weibull approximation,
used in this thesis, is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Comparison of an empirical cumulative distribution function and fitted Weibull distribution for a
30-year-old person.

Phase 3: Vehicle buck boundary conditions
This section of the results collects the distributions for the vehicle buck
boundary conditions and ends with a summary of all of the distributions and
related parameters.
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Analyze of distribution of ∆V and PDOF in NASS/CDS real-life
crashes
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Probability density function

A histogram of the weighted distribution of Winsmash® estimated ∆V in the
NASS/CDS dataset is presented in Figure 21. In addition, the data have been
fitted to a LOG-normal parametric distribution, with parameters
meanlog=3.30 and sdlog= 0.40.
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Figure 21. Distribution of ∆V in the NASS/CDS dataset, from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). The dots represent
the actual weighted sample, whereas the line is a fitted lognormal distribution, with parameters
meanlog=3.30 and sdlog= 0.40.
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The dots in Figure 22 represent the weighted distribution of PDOFs. This
distribution has been fitted to a normal distribution, although it is quite
apparent that the background distribution is pointier.
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Figure 22. Distribution of crash angle in NASS/CDS dataset from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). The dots
represent the actual weighted sample, whereas the line is a fitted normal distribution, with parameters
µ= -2.2° and σ= 21.2°.
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Analyze of vehicle buck intrusion in real-life crashes
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The fitting of the two distributions describing the intrusion of the instrument
panel can be seen in Figure 23. The first step, the Bernoulli trial, is guided by
a probability parameter p. The relationship between the probability of
intrusion and ∆V, derived using logistic regression, is shown in the left
subfigure. The next step, the magnitude of the intrusion, is given by an
exponential distribution, which is presented in the right subfigure.
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Figure 23. Modeling of instrument panel intrusion is performed in two steps, from Iraeus and Lindquist
(2015). In the first step, a logistic regression model is used with a dependent intrusion/not intrusion variable
and ∆V as the independent variable. Regression parameters 0.074*∆V-5.46. Next, an exponential distribution
describing the intrusion magnitude with rate parameter µ=0.079 is fitted to the cases with intrusion.
NASS/CDS weight factors are used in both steps.
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Figure 24 shows the distributions describing the intrusion of the floor panel.
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Figure 24. Modeling of floor panel intrusion is performed in two steps, from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). In
the first step, a logistic regression model with a dependent intrusion/not intrusion variable and ∆V as
independent variable is performed. Regression parameters 0.076*∆V-5.15. Next, an exponential distribution
describing the intrusion magnitude with rate parameter µ=0.071 is fitted to the cases with intrusion.
NASS/CDS weight factors are used in both steps.
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Analyze of bias and scatter in NASS/CDS ∆V and PDOF estimates
The results of multiple linear regression to estimate the ∆V bias are
presented in Table 6. The estimate for the baseline configuration, i.e., a LO,
F2F impact with ∆V estimated using Winsmash® version pre-2008, is
0.819. Thus, Winsmash® on average underestimates the ∆V by 18% in this
configuration. For SO crashes, the underestimation increases, and using the
improved Winsmash® version, the underestimation decreases. Finally, for
the cases where the crash examiner has coded the Winsmash® estimates as
low/high, this information can be used to further modify the bias estimate.
Table 6. Final regression model for ΔVx. Regression model according to Winsmash
∆Vx~EDR∆Vx+EDR∆Vx*SO+ EDRΔVx*Ver + EDRΔV*Com. Significance levels according to 0.001 *** and 0.01 **.

EDRΔVx

Estimate

Std. error

Sign.
level

0.819

0.013

***

EDRΔVx*SO

-0.067

0.022

**

EDRΔVx*Ver

0.074

0.020

***

EDRΔV*Com

0.161

0.032

***
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Figure 25 shows a scatterplot of EDR ∆V Angle versus PDOF. In the
regression model for PDOF, only the independent variable EDR ∆V Angle
was found to be significant. The slope in the regression model was 0.65,
indicating that PDOF underestimates the pulse angle as measured by EDR.
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Figure 25. Scatterplot of EDR ΔV Angle versus NASS PDOF, with identified outlier marked, from Iraeus and
Lindquist (2014).
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Analysis of pulse shape in real-life crashes
The first four eigenvectors are shown in the left column in Figure 26. The
influence of these eigenvectors on the average shape can be observed in
column two and four. The first eigenvector affects the arrival of the peak
acceleration. The second eigenvector modulates the pointiness of the peak
acceleration curve.

Figure 26. Shapes of first four eigenvectors and how they influence the pulse shape when added to the average
shape, from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). The first column shows the first four eigenvectors. The third column
shows the shape of the average pulse. The second column shows how the average pulse shape is changed by
the eigenvector when the corresponding eigenvalue is minus one standard deviation according to Mℎ$h& =
C^&`$%& hKLM& Mℎ$h& + #-]%&3^$LK& ∗ -]%&3^&D2_` ), oℎ&`& ] = -11, -12, -13, _` -14 i3 2ℎ& f]%K`&. The
fourth column shows how the average shape is changed by the eigenvector when the corresponding eigenvalue
is plus one standard deviation.

The results of the regression analysis are shown in Table 7. Each row
represents a separate regression model. For example, row one is a regression
model that states that eigenvalue one depends on the subject vehicle mass
and whether the collision partner is the side of another vehicle or a narrow
object. It should also be noted that the explanation power (measured as the
adjusted R2 parameter) is quite low. Implicitly, this value means that most of
the scatter in real-life pulse shapes cannot be explained by the predictor
variables in this study.
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Table 7. Summary of significant regression models that influence pulse shape. The significance of each
regression model was tested using an F-test at a significance level of 0.05. Each row shows significant
predictors for the regression model in the leftmost column. Bold text indicates significance at the 0.001 level,
normal text at the 0.01 level, and light grey at the 0.05 level. The two rightmost columns show the adjusted
coefficient of determination and the residual standard error for each model.

Int.

EV1
EV2
EV3
EV4
EV6

∆Vx

PDOF Mass

×10−2

×10−3

1.53
−2.62
−0.17 0.84
4.63

SO

F2S

F2B

×10−4 ×10−1 ×10−1 ×10−1
−8.81
−5.32
4.73
3.75
−2.56
1.41
−0.26
2.22

NO

WO

×10−1
1.02

×10−1

−3.95
2.15

Adj R2

RSE

0.13
0.17
0.065
0.031
0.028

1.54
1.03
0.73
0.61
0.46

1.5
1.0
0.5

20 km/h
30 km/h
40 km/h
60 km/h

0.0

Normalized Acceleration

2.0

The influence of ∆V on the pulse shape can be seen in Figure 27. Looking
back to Table 7, it can be observed that ∆V is a significant predictor variable
for eigenvalues two (with a negative sign) and three (with a positive sign).
Remembering the effect of the eigenvectors on pulse shape from Figure 26, it
can be seen that the increased pointiness of the shape at higher ∆V is an
effect of eigenvector two (with a negative eigenvalue), and the earlier onset of
the peak is an effect of eigenvector three (with a positive eigenvalue).
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Figure 27. Variations of the pulse shape as a function of ∆V, i.e., all other variables are held constant, from
Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). Other variables are PDOF = 0, Mass = 1600 kg, and Collision Partner = F2F.

The effects of subject vehicle mass and collision partner are visualized in
Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). The regression model presented above requires
the knowledge of several crash parameters. If only ∆V is known reduced
regression models, according to Table 8, must be used to estimate the crash
pulse shape. Compared to the regression models in Table 7, only
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eigenvectors one to three were significant predictors of the pulse shape when
only ∆V was used as an independent variable.
Table 8. Summary of significant regression models that influence pulse shape when only considering ∆V as a
covariate. The significance of each regression model was tested using an F-test at a significance level of 0.05.
Each row shows significant predictors for the regression model in the leftmost column. Bold text indicates
significance at the 0.001 level and normal text at the 0.01 level. The two rightmost columns show the adjusted
coefficient of determination and the residual standard error for each model.

Int.

∆Vx

Adj R2

RSE

0.017
0.15
0.039

1.64
1.05
0.74

×10−2

EV1 -0.48 0.015
EV2 0.97 −0.030
EV3 −0.33 0.010

Analysis of vehicle yaw rotation in barrier crashes
Table 9 summarizes the results from the analysis of the influence of
boundary condition approximations. The first approximation, i.e., without
yaw rotation, shows an average approximation error of 12.6% for the MO
cases and only 1.2% for the SO cases. The second approximation, with a
constant pulse angle, shows an average error of approximately 2-4%.
However, neither of these error levels is significant. The last approximation,
without instrument panel intrusion, shows average error levels of 1-8%, all
statistically significant.
Table 9. Average error of the three kinematic boundary condition approximations, grouped by crash
configuration. The error was computed according to [E(# fract ribs Approximation) - E(# fract ribs
Complete)]/ E(# fract ribs Complete). Thus, a positive value indicates that the approximation overestimated
the injury. The values within the brackets are the 95% confidence intervals of the average error. Bold text
indicates significance at the 95% level.

Avg #
fract.
ribs

Const. pulse
W/o yaw rot.
angle
W/o ip intrusion
Avg error, CI [%] Avg error, CI [%] Avg error, CI [%]

SO

3.0

-1.2 [-3.2 +0.8]

-3.6 [-7.0 +0.1]

-7.5 [-10.4 -4.9]

MO

3.8

12.6 [8.4 17.1]

2.3 [-2.8 +7.3]

-1.4 [-2.8 -0.1]

The largest approximation error was seen for the MO cases when the yaw
rotation was removed. In Figure 28, the approximation error is plotted
against the yaw rotation at peak chest loading. There is a clear trend: higher
yaw rotation at peak load gives more approximation error. Further, the
reason that only the MO cases show large approximation errors is that all
MO cases have a positive yaw rotation at peak load, whereas the SO cases
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shown both positive and negative rotation at peak load, and the error thus
cancels for the SO cases.
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Figure 28. Scatterplot of the error in approximation (y-axis), measured as the difference in the expected
number of fractured ribs versus vehicle yaw rotation at peak ∆Vx (x-axis), from Iraeus and Lindquist (2014).
The error was computed according to [E(# fract ribs w/o yaw rotation) - E(# fract ribs Complete)].

A detailed analysis of the interaction with the interior safety systems in one
of the MO cases with a large approximation error is depicted in Figure 29.
The only difference between the two subfigures is the inclusion of the yaw
rotation in the left subfigure. In this case, the yaw rotation rotates the vehicle
buck around the occupant and positions the airbag with more covering of the
chest.

Figure 29. Differences in chest interaction with the interior safety systems in case CEF1007, from Iraeus and
Lindquist (2014). The simulation with the full set of boundary conditions (left) is compared to the simulation
without yaw rotation (right). Both are presented at chest peak load (96 ms). The expected number of fractured
ribs was 1.8 higher in the version without rotation for this case.
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The effect of this rotation on the risk of rib fracture risk is shown in Figure
30. Here, the average increased fracture risk for the w/o yaw rotation
approximation has been computed for each rib. The major difference is seen
for outboard ribs one to eight, where the w/o yaw rotation approximation
shows a higher risk.

Figure 30. Average change in rib fracture risk, comparing the complete set of boundary conditions to the
w/o yaw rotation approximation, from Iraeus and Lindquist (2014). The average change in fracture risk is
computed according to ∑cases[Pr(fract rib w/o yaw rotation) - Pr(fract rib Complete)]/# cases for each rib. The
belt routing is indicated by the shaded box for easier orientation. Note that the horizontal axes are presented
symmetrically, and negative values are indicated by bars pointing towards the chest.

The results above suggest that yaw rotation is important to include as a
boundary condition because yaw rotation will modify the chest injury risk for
the driver. However, it was also shown that simplified boundary conditions
including neither yaw rotation nor time dependent pulse angle, on average,
give reasonable injury estimation.
If vehicle yaw rotation should be included but is unknown, a simple
approximation can be created based on an observation in Figure 31. The left
subfigure shows ∆V versus time for all of the MO cases. The right subfigure
shows yaw rotational velocity versus time for the same cases. As can be
observed, the change in vehicle yaw rotation occurs between time zero and
125 ms, i.e., the same period as the change in ∆V. After this time, both ∆V
and the yaw rotational velocity level out. Considering the physics of the
crash, the reason is clear. The forces slowing the vehicle operate at an offset
from the vehicle center line (for a 40% offset crash). This offset can be seen
as a lever, starting the vehicle spin.
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Figure 31. ∆V versus time for the MO cases (left subfigure) and yaw rotational velocity versus time (right
subfigure).

Dividing the yaw rotational velocity by ∆V gives a “yaw scale factor”, which is
a scale factor that multiplied by the ∆V, returns the yaw rotational velocity.
The time dependence of this scale factor is presented in Figure 32 for all MO
cases. Up to approximately 50 ms, the scale factor oscillates due to the small
denominator (∆V). For 50 ms to 125 ms, the scale factor shows quite large
scatter. This period is when the vehicle deforms, and the scatter is an effect
of different vehicle front structures. However, after approximately 125 ms,
both the yaw rotational velocity and ∆V become quite similar for all vehicles,
resulting in a yaw scale factor that is quite similar for all vehicles. Computing
the yaw scale factor at peak chest loading (approximately 120 ms) gives an
average yaw scale factor of -0.0068 with a standard deviation of 0.0019.

Figure 32. Yaw scale factor, defined as yaw rotational velocity divided by ∆V for the MO cases.

Continuing the discussion above about the lever causing the vehicle to rotate,
SO impacts should on average have a larger yaw scale factor, and full width
collinear impacts should have a scale factor of zero. The MO 40% offset can
here be seen as an average crash condition, and the yaw scale factor derived
based on these crashes can be used for all cases, if no information about the
true offset is known.
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Summary of vehicle buck boundary conditions
Table 10 summarizes all boundary condition results. As the stochastic model
will not be based on any information about the collision partner, the pulse
shape regression with only ∆V as the independent variable will be used.
Table 10. Summary of boundary conditions for the vehicle buck model.

Parameter

Distribution parameters

∆V [km/h]

LOG-normal, µ=3.30, σ=0.40

PDOF [deg]

Trunk. Norm, µ=-2.2, σ=21.2 [min=-45, max=0]

Duration [ms]

Normal, µ=109.6, σ=16.2

EV1 [-]

Normal, µ=-0.48+0.015 ∆V, σ=1.64

EV2 [-]

Normal, µ=0.97-0.030 ∆V, σ=1.05

EV3 [-]

Normal, µ=-0.33+0.010 ∆V, σ=0.74

Yaw scale factor [-]

Normal, µ=-0.0068 σ=0.0019
Step one: Bernoulli(p=invlogit(-5.47+0.074dV))

Intrusion instr. panel [mm]

Step two: Exponential rate=0.079
Step one: Bernoulli(p=invlogit(-5.15+0.076dV))

Intrusion floor panel [mm]

Step two: Exponential rate=0.071
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Phase 4: Population-based validation of the buck model
The NASS/CDS risk curve (solid line) and the simulation-based risk curve
(dashed line) are compared for two occupant ages and for two injury severity
levels in Figure 33.
The NASS/CDS risk curve is also presented with a 95% confidence band,
displayed using grey shading. Both risk curves have similar slopes, i.e., the
∆V effect is similar in both models. However, the intercept is quite different
in the two regression models, leading to a difference in horizontal location.
The simulation-based risk curve is more conservative than a risk curve based
on the NASS/CDS data. Another effect that can be seen is that the age effect,
i.e., how much the risk curve is translated between the two ages, is much
stronger in the NASS/CDS risk curve. In fact, the NASS/CDS age effect is
approximately three times as strong as in the simulation model.
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Figure 33. Comparison of NASS/CDS regression, presented using the solid line (gray area represents 95%
confidence bands), and regression models based on the FE simulation model, presented using the dashed line,
from Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). The curves are presented as conditional risk curves for discrete values of
the variable age (AGE) at injury severity levels AIS2+ and AIS3+.

In Figure 34, the risk curves based on two different underestimation rates,
i.e., 50% and 70%, are compared to the simulation-based risk curve for a 70-
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year-old occupant at two injury severity levels. It can be seen that for an
underestimation rate of approximately 70%, the risk curves match alm
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ost perfectly for a 70-year-old occupant. The simulation-based risk curves for
a 30-year-old occupant are still relatively conservative.
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Figure 34. Results of simulating the effect of underestimation of rib fracture in the NASS/CDS data, from
Iraeus and Lindquist (2015). The left subfigure shows the results of an underestimation of 50% and the right,
70%. The solid lines represent the conditional risk curves from the uncorrected data, and the dashed lines are
the results for the corrected data.

Phase 5: Evaluation of injury mechanisms in near-side
oblique frontal collisions
The risk of an AIS3+ rib fracture injury for a 30-year-old occupant, as a
function of ∆V and PDOF, is shown in Table 11. Two trends are observed: the
risk increases with increased ∆V and increased PDOF. Further, if the ∆V for
50% risk is estimated using linear interpolation from these results, it will be
62-65 km/h for PDOFs between -15° and -25° and 37-38 km/h for PDOFs
between -35° and -45°. Thus, the injury risk increases rapidly between PDOF
-25° and -35°.
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Table 11. Probability of AIS3+ chest injury (defined as three or more fractured ribs). Probability levels are for
a 30-year-old.

ΔV [km/h]
50
60

PDOF
[degrees]

30

40

-15
-25

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.08
0.15

-35
-45

0.00
0.01

0.59
0.70

0.84
0.93

70

80

0.28
0.42

0.68
0.95

0.90
0.99

0.95
1.00

0.99

Table 12 presents the results for a 70-year-old occupant. The trends are
similar to the ones for the 30-year-old occupant, although at a lower ∆V
level. The rapid increase in injury risk between -25° and -35° can also be
observed for the 70-year-old occupant.
Table 12. Probability of AIS3+ chest injury (defined as three or more fractured ribs). Probability levels are for
a 70-year-old.

PDOF
[degrees]

30

40

ΔV [km/h]
50
60

-15
-25

0.00

0.36
0.31

0.70
0.77

-35
-45

0.10
0.18

0.93
0.98

0.99
1.00

70

80

0.84
0.94

0.98
1.00

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

1.00

Detailed examination of how the rib strain is distributed over the rib cage
shows that the injury risk is a combination of two mechanisms:
I.
II.

Belt and airbag loading
The chest impacting the side structure.

The distribution of rib strain for the first injury mechanism is shown in
Figure 35. Due to the asymmetric three-point belt system, the rib strain
pattern is asymmetric. On the inboard side, mainly ribs 3-6 are loaded,
whereas on the outboard side, mainly ribs 1-4 are loaded.
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‘
Figure 35. Injury mechanism 1: Belt force, from Iraeus et al. (2013). View from front end, sternum removed.
ΔV=70 km/h and PDOF= -15˚.

In Figure 36, the rib strain distribution for the second injury mechanism can
be seen. The figure shows two sub types, impact to the door waist line (left
subfigure) and impact to the arm rest (right subfigure). With the geometry
used in this study, these two subtypes will result in different injuries. The
first subtype will most likely result in a fracture where the rib ends points
inward, whereas the second subtype will result in rib ends pointing
outwards.

Figure 36. Injury mechanism 2: Side structure impact, from Iraeus et al. (2013). Left: View from passenger
seat with right part of driver removed to visualize the inner side of the left ribcage. Right: View from rear seat.
Notice the bending of ribs 9–11. ΔV=50 km/h and PDOF= -35˚.

Combining the results from Table 11 and Table 12 with the detailed analysis
in Figure 35 and Figure 36, it can be observed that the jump in injury risk is
a result of the second injury mechanism beginning for PDOFs somewhere
between -25° and -35°. However, the angle where the second injury
mechanism can be found also depends on the ∆V. For higher ∆V, the chest
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moves further and can impact the side structure despite a lower PDOF. This
relationship is summarized in Table 13.
Table 13. Summary of injury mechanisms observed in the simulation matrix. Grey boxes represent injury
mechanism 1 (belt loading). Horizontal lines represent injury mechanism 2 (side structure impact).

PDOF
[degrees]
-15
-25
-35
-45

30

40

ΔV [km/h]
50
60
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70

80

Discussion
The aim of this thesis was to develop and validate a simplified,
parameterized, stochastic vehicle simulation model for the evaluation of
passive restraint systems in real-life frontal crashes with regard to rib
fracture injuries. The key to making it a usable model is the validation. One
result that was initially quite unexpected, during the derivation of the
validation reference, was that PDOF did not appear as a significant predictor
variable in the regression analysis of the rib fractures based on the
NASS/CDS data. In fact, although insignificant, the sign of the point
estimate even suggested that a driver in a crash with a large crash angle had
a lower risk of rib fracture. This result contradicts the results from phase 5
(evaluation of injury mechanisms in near-side frontal collisions), where it
was shown that larger crash angles, especially angles larger than -25° to -35°
degrees, increase the rib fracture risk significantly. The reason for this
increase in rib fracture risk was the debut of the second injury mechanism
two at this angle: the chest impacting the side structure.
One explanation for why the NASS/CDS regression analysis results indicate
that large angles produce less risk of rib fractures can be seen in Figure 12.
The NASS/CDS data show a trend for crashes with a large PDOF to have a
relatively low resulting Winsmash® estimated ∆V. In phase 4, it was shown
that there is a strong relationship between ∆V and injury risk. Higher ∆V
means a higher risk of rib fractures, and lower ∆V means a lower risk of rib
fractures. The estimated low ∆V for the large PDOF thus confounds any
traces of increased risk due to larger PDOF, which is probably the main
reason for the point estimate suggesting lower risk for larger PDOFs.
However, two additional questions could be raised regarding these results:
1.

According to the results presented in Figure 25, the PDOF
estimates in the NASS/CDS cases are biased and include
substantial scatter. Thus, the true angle will on average be
underestimated due to the bias, and any relationships between
PDOF and injury risk will be weakened due to the scatter.

2. According to the results in Table 6, Winsmash® underestimates
the true ∆V in SO crashes more than in LO crashes. This difference
is because the Winsmash® stiffness input data are derived based
on full overlap barrier crash tests, in which the crash pulse is
dominated by the drive train load path. Thus, Winsmash® ∆V
estimates are most accurate for real-life crashes similar to this
configuration.
Winsmash®
∆V
estimates
from
other
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configurations, such as SO crashes or oblique crashes, where we
could expect to obtain large PDOFs, can be misleading.
These results suggest that the PDOF crash angle estimates might be
underestimated, and the Winsmash® estimated ∆V for crashes with large
PDOFs might be more underestimated than for crashes with small PDOFs.
Both these effects leads to a lower risk of the second injury mechanism,
according to the results in phase 5.
Another way to illustrate this effect is by analyzing the PDOF of the 120
occupants who sustained an AIS3+ rib fracture injury in phase 4. In only 6
cases (5%) was the assigned PDOF in the range -30° to -50°. The complete
distribution of PDOF in the 120 cases is shown in Table 14.
Table 14. Distribution of PDOF for the 120 NASS/CDS cases including AIS3+ rib fractures.

PDOF

Proportion

10

12.5%

0

55.8%

-10

15.0%

-20

11.7%

-30

2.5%

-40

0.8%

-50

1.7%

Based on the results in phase 5 (evaluation of injury mechanisms in nearside frontal collisions), we could expect that the left side structure should be
the attributed injury source in approximately six of the cases. However, the
left side structure has been listed as the attributed injury source in as many
as 19 cases (16%), as shown in Table 15. However, doing this comparison, it
should be noted that no (lateral) deformations of the side structure were
included in the simulation study in phase 5. A detailed analysis of the photos
of the 19 cases showed lateral intrusion of the side structure in five cases.
The overall conclusion of this injury source analysis is that the estimated
PDOFs in these cases are too small for the indicated injury mechanism.
The lack of statistical significance for the PDOF variable in the NASS/CDS
regression model, together with the discussion above, makes it impossible to
validate the second injury mechanism in phase 5, i.e., the chest impacting
the side structure.
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Table 15. NASS/CDS estimated injury source for the 120 cases with AIS3+ rib fractures.

Injury source NASS/CDS injury source code

Proportion

Steering wheel

4-6

46.7%

Belt web/Buckle

152

26.7%

Left side structure

51-52, 73-75, 78-80

15.9%

Airbag

170

3.3%

Other

22, 101, 151, 201, 252, 697

7.5%

In addition to providing an acceptable estimate of the rib fracture risk, the
generic model should produce the correct rib fracture pattern for the
population. Figure 37 shows a summary of all fractured ribs in the 120
NASS/CDS AIS3+ cases. Compared with the rib fracture patterns presented
by Lindquist et al. (2006) and Brumbelow and Farmer (2013), this pattern is
similar to the pattern observed in LO crashes. However, the relatively high
number of fractured outboard ribs 5-9 cannot be attributed to LO crashes.
These fractures are more likely produced by the thorax impacting the side
structure, as in an SO or oblique crash.

Figure 37. Distribution of fractured ribs among the 120 cases with AIS3+ rib fractures in the NASS/CDS
dataset described in Phase 4: Population based validation of the buck model.

Figure 38 shows the average probability of a rib fracture based on the 1000
simulated pseudo-real-life crashes. There are many similarities to the
NASS/CDS-based fracture pattern in Figure 37 but also some important
differences. First, the average belt routing seems to be slightly different as
the inboard rib fracture probability peaks around ribs 6-8 in the generic
model and around ribs 4-6 for the NASS/CDS-based pattern. The fracture
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pattern for the outboard ribs in Figure 38 is characterized by two peaks. Peak
one, for ribs 1-4, is a result of the shoulder belt load, and the second peak is a
result of the chest impacting the armrest. Compared to the NASS/CDS rib
fracture pattern in Figure 37, the generic model should show a higher
fracture risk for outboard ribs 5-8. Again, the belt routing and in particular
the D-ring position seem to be important here as variation of this position
would distribute the fracture risk over more ribs. The peak around ribs 9-10
is most likely an effect of the geometry of the generic model door side. The
generic model geometry is an average of 14 vehicles but still has a predefined
geometry. However, as the distribution of PDOF used as input to the generic
model is based on the NASS/CDS data, it is also possible that the average
PDOF is too small, according to the discussion above, which could partly
explain the lack of rib fractures for outboard ribs 5-8.
To improve the rib fracture pattern, the next version of the generic model
should include variables for the seatbelt latch position and the b-pillar
position, as well as some morphing parameters for the geometry of the door
side.

Figure 38. Average probability of rib fracture in the 1000 pseudo-real-life cases simulated in Phase 4:
Population-based validation of the buck model. The probability for the outboard rib 2 is 0.14 but has been
truncated to improve visibility for the other outboard ribs. The probabilities are computed for a 70-year-old
occupant.

Summarizing the fractures of inboard and outboard ribs shown in Figure 37,
53% of the fractured ribs are found inboard and 47% outboard. For the
generic model, the summed average probability for the inboard ribs is 0.35,
compared to 0.50 for the outboard ribs. Two associated problem areas can
be seen for the fracture risk for outboard ribs in the generic model. The first
is related to the human FE model, which predicts an excessively high risk of
rib fracture for the belt loaded ribs 1-2, especially rib 2. This problem has
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previously been noted in Iraeus et al. (2013) and was partly corrected by
introducing rigid ligaments between the collarbone and the sternum and
scapula. The second is the high risk for outboard ribs 9-10. This problem
could be an effect of the static geometry of the door side, but it could also be
an effect of the rigid material properties of the door side. A physical door
trim normally consists of approximately 2 mm thick thermoplastic, which
will deform to some extent when impacted by the torso. Introducing
deformable properties to the door side should reduce the probability levels
for outboard ribs 9-10; however, the extent of this reduction is unknown.

0.8
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0.4
0.2

Winsmash ∆V
True ∆V

0.0

P(AIS3+ rib fracture)

1.0

Another effect of the Winsmash® bias and scatter in the NASS/CDS data is
the implications for risk curves. In Figure 39, two risk curves are presented.
Both are based on the 1000 simulated pseudo-real-life simulation cases. The
risk curve marked with the dotted line is created using a logistic regression
model with the true ∆V (as inputted to the simulation model) as the
independent variable. The other risk curve, marked with a dashed line, is
created using a logistic regression model with the Winsmash® estimated
∆V, i.e., the Winsmash® bias and scatter have been added to the true ∆V, as
the independent variable. The effect of the bias is that the slope of the curve
becomes steeper, and the curve is translated towards lower velocities.
However, this effect is overshadowed by the effect of the scatter errors,
which decreases the slope of the risk curves. The combined effect of the bias
and scatter is the difference between the two lines in Figure 39. In other
words, the effect of ∆V on the risk of an AIS3+ rib fracture injury is
distributed over a larger ∆V range due to the bias and scatter error in
Winsmash®.
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Figure 39. Difference in risk curves, true ∆V versus Winsmash® estimated ∆V, based on the simulation study.
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The discussion in the model validation study by Iraeus and Lindquist (2015)
was dominated by the ability of the current THUMS model to predict injury
risk for different occupant ages. It was concluded that the THUMS model
was based on the material and structural properties of an older person. The
scaling of the results to younger persons is only partly implemented, and
thus the injury risk for younger occupants is comparatively conservative. The
age scaling effect is too weak by approximately a factor of three in the
simulation model. To improve this model, age must be included in the
preprocessing phase, and the age-dependent parameters must be updated
accordingly.
Secondary to the aim of this thesis was that the validated model in the
extension could be used to evaluate new safety systems that are robust to the
wide variation of real-life crashes. Using the current model, it is possible to
conduct a preliminary analysis of the safety system included in the model
and the effect on rib fracture injury risk according to this model. In the
validation of the generic model in phase 4, a logistic regression model based
on 1000 pseudo-real-life crashes was created. This regression model
included only a few independent variables, more precisely, the same
independent variables that were significant in the development of the
NASS/CDS based validation reference. However, a larger regression model
including more significant independent variables can be created if the
comparison to the NASS/CDS data is dropped. The full regression model for
an AIS3+ rib fracture injury, according to the generic model, is presented in
Table 16. In total, 14 independent variables were statistically significant
predictors of AIS3+ rib fracture injury. Some results need further
explanation as their effect is not obvious. A positive steering slide means that
the steering wheel comes closer, and thus the risk for rib fracture injury
increases the closer the steering wheel is to the occupant. The point estimate
for the PDOF variable is negative. However, the PDOFs for the nearside
oblique frontal crashes are defined using negative angles, according to
Figure 4, which means that the risk of an AIS3+ rib fracture injury will
decrease for an increased (less negative) PDOF. In simple terms, this double
negation means that the more oblique the crash is, the higher is the risk of an
AIS3+ rib fracture injury. The negative point estimate for the EV2 variable
means, according to Figure 26, that a pointier pulse shape will increase the
injury risk, whereas a flat shape will decrease the risk. Finally, it should be
noted that the point estimate for the ∆V variable is 0.24 in this regression
model. This value can be compared to the point estimate of 0.11 for the
Winsmash ∆V variable and the point estimate of 0.17 for the true ∆V, with a
much smaller regression model, in Figure 39. The difference is due to the
inclusion of the other predictor variables in the full model. In the small
regression model (only including ∆V and age) in Figure 39, the effect of all
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other variables will become a noise that flattens out the ∆V response as was
discussed in the previous section about the effect of the Winsmash® bias
and scatter.
Table 16. Full regression model for prediction of the risk of AIS3+ rib fractures. This model includes all
significant independent variables, based on the analysis of the 1000 simulated pseudo-real-life crashes.

Estimate
(Intercept)

Std. error

Sign. level

-8.95

1.25

***

Airbag size (radius)

-0.0062

0.0025

*

Steering slide

0.0099

0.0024

***

Instrument panel distance

0.011

0.0017

***

PDOF

-0.081

0.0032

***

EV2

-0.37

0.044

***

Airbag trig time

0.048

0.0033

***

Intrusion instrument panel

0.030

0.0052

***

Airbag pressure s.f.

-1.62

0.45

***

Belt force limiter

0.82

0.066

***

Belt pretensioner force

-0.25

0.084

**

Delta velocity

0.24

0.0060

***

Duration

-0.062

0.0031

***

Occupant age

0.051

0.0024

***

More important than the statistical significance is the practical significance.
In Figure 40, the practical significance has been computed by multiplying
the point estimates for each variable by 95% of the parameter distribution
width. Interestingly, the first three parameters are pulse parameters. If we
neglect the airbag trig time, which is an aspect of the airbag sensor, the
safety system with highest practical significance, according to this model, is
the force of the belt load limiter. However, it should be noted that the
current model assumes that the driver airbag inflates in all crashes, and
consequently it is not possible to study the practical significance of the
inclusion of an airbag, only the parameters guiding the airbag performance.
In the same way, the occupant is belted in all crashes, so the practical
significance of the occupant being belted or not cannot be evaluated.
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Figure 40. Practical significance for all statistically significant variables in Table 16. The practical significance
has been computed as the point estimate times the 95% parameter width for each variable. Finally, the
practical significance has been normalized to the most significant parameter.

Limitations
The major limitation of the development of the generic model is that it is
based on a limited number of vehicles, specifically 14. In addition, the
distributions of some pulse parameters were based on EDR data. Even if the
number of EDR cases used was fairly high (n=649), the data are mainly
gathered from GM passenger cars and are therefore not truly a random
sample.
Another limitation related to the parameter distributions is that different
sources are used. Thus, some important parameter correlations might have
been missed. In other words, in a specific physical vehicle all systems are
tuned together. However, this case might not hold for the Latin Hypercube
sampled simulation models if correlations or other relations are missed.
The final parameter-related limitation is that although the model includes
several parameters, some important parameters might be missing. It was
shown that most of the included boundary condition parameters were
important for rib fracture injury outcome. Vehicle pitch and z-acceleration
are not included in the model but could be important as the vehicle z-motion
at the location of the occupant might change the belt routing. Other
potentially important parameters that are not included in the model are
occupant parameters, such as gender, weight, height, and posture.
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The major limitation in the validation of the generic model is the low
number of significant predictor variables in the NASS/CDS regression
analysis, which implicitly means that the generic simulation model can be
validated for only these few parameters.
Future work
In upcoming years, there will be a large additional number of NASS/CDS
cases available with EDR data including lateral ∆V in addition to
longitudinal ∆V as an increasing number of vehicles are equipped with side
airbags (which require sensors for lateral motion). When the number of
cases, particularly cases with an injured occupant, is large enough, it will be
possible to analyze the injury risk and its dependence on crash angle using
this “true” data.
When human FE models and related automated tools that can model
different occupant postures together with morphological and demographic
variables become available, the study should be updated to include these
effects as well.
The validation of the model could easily be extended to other body parts and
other injury criteria or to include soft tissue injury, as long as the human FE
model can measure this injury and a validation set can be established.
Finally, for this model to become an effect tool, a more effective sampling
strategy must be incorporated. A similar method to the one used here could
be used in a vehicle project. In that case, the vehicle-specific model geometry
and properties should be used instead of the generic model geometry and
properties. However, as it is not feasible to run several hundreds or even
thousands of stochastic simulations per design iteration, a more effective
sampling strategy must be used.
Conclusions
Statistical crash pulse parameter distributions for real-life frontal crashes
have been derived based on NASS/CDS EDR data and IIHS data, including
includes parameterization of the pulse shape.
Risk curves for rib fracture in frontal crashes have been created based on
NASS/CDS data.
A parameterized generic vehicle buck FE model has been created. A
population-based validation to NASS/CDS risk curves has been performed.
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With the current validation status, this model provides the possibility to
develop and evaluate new passive safety systems for fragile senior occupants.
An injury mechanism responsible for the increased number of outboard rib
fractures injury risk in small overlap and near-side oblique frontal impacts
have been proposed and analyzed. This injury mechanism is the chest
impacting the side structure, which occurs for pulse angles of approximately
30 degrees or more.
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